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Copyright & Trademarks 
 
Finometer®, Portapres®, Modelflow® and BeatScope® are manufactured and 

sold by Finapres Medical Systems B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
 
This document is for information purposes only.  
 
WARRANTY, DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATIONS 
 
FINAPRES MEDICAL SYSTEMS B.V. MAKES NO WARRANTY OR 

REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE 

LICENSED SOFTWARE, ITS QUALITY, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR 

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ALL LICENSED SOFTWARE PROVIDED 

HEREUNDER IS AS IS NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE 

GIVEN BY EITHER PARTY OR ITS EMPLOYEES SHALL CREATE A 

WARRANTY OR MAKE ANY MODIFICATION, EXTENSION OR ADDITION TO 

THE WARRANTY 
 
FINAPRES MEDICAL SYSTEMS B.V. SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY 

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING LOST PROFITS AND DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURY OR 

PROPERTY DAMAGE, ARISING FROM OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

LICENSED RIGHTS OR ITS USE WHATSOEVER. 
 
IN NO CASE SHALL FINAPRES MEDICAL SYSTEMS B.V.’S LIABILITY EXCEED 

THE PURCHASE PRICE FOR THE SOFTWARE. 
 
Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not 
represent a commitment on the part of Finapres Medical Systems B.V. The 
software described in this User’s Guide is furnished under a license agreement. 
The software may be used only in accordance with that agreement. 
 
BeatScope®, Modelflow®, Portapres®, Finapres® & Finometer® are trademarks 
of Finapres Medical Systems B.V. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft 
Corporation. 
 
No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in 
a retrieval system, or translated into any language in any form by any means, for 
any other purpose than the purchaser's personal use, without prior written 
permission of Finapres Medical Systems B.V.  
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1. Introduction 

 
A DOS-based application called PRVBRS.exe is available to compute Pulse Rate 
Variability (PRV) and Baro Receptor Sensitivity (BRS) from spontaneous 
fluctuations in the blood pressure as measured with Portapres or Finometer, 
based upon the best cross-correlation.  
 
This addendum focuses on BRS rather than PRV and describes how to compute 
BRS from the blood pressure as well as how to view and handle the BRS data 
using BeatScope 1.1a. 
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2. Computing BRS  

In this addendum the following assumptions are made: 

1. The application PRVBRS.exe is stored on your PC in the directory 
C:\BRS 

2. The same holds for the batch file(s) to run the PRVRRS application. 
3. Input and output file names shall have a maximum length of 8 characters, 

based on DOS conventions. 
 

2.1 Workflow to compute BRS from Portapres data 

1. Run a Portapres measurement. 
2. Download the measurement from the Portapres FlashCard and store 

it on the computer in the directory C:/BRS, e.g. 
C:\BRS\PPEXAMPL.DAT. 

3. Run the Beatfast application in BeatScope to create the corres-
ponding  beat-to-beat datafile, e.g. PPEXAMPL.RES  

4. Edit and save the batch file C:\BRS\PP-BRS.bat to read as follows: 
:start 

prvbrs.exe ppexampl.res ppexampl.brs 
:exit   
with input file ppexampl.res and output file ppexampl.brs. 

5. Run the batch file PP-BRS.bat. The following screen will show up: 
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6. Press Enter to start the analysis. The following screen will be shown:  

 
Use the right arrow to speed up the analysis.  

7. After completion of the analysis the following files have been created: 
PPEXAMPL.BRS; PPEXAMPL.UPS and PPEXAMPL.SMM, see the 
directory listing of C:/BRS below.  
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The file PPEXAMPL.BRS contains the following data-table: 

 Col1: time in s since the start of the measurement 

 Col 2: BRS-value 

 Col3: Mid pressure MP=(SYS+DIAS)/2 

 Col4: Mid Interval MI 

 Col5: tau (shift parameter) 

 Col6: R^2 (coefficient of determination; range 0-1) 

 Col7: xx = 12 – tau 

 Col8: delta P (delta systolic) 

 Col9: delta I (delta interval) 
 

The file PPEXAMPL.UPS contains the following data table: 

 Col1: time marker of each upstroke in seconds from the start 

 Col2: the InterBeatInterval (IBI) in ms 

 Col3: the Systolic pressure in mmHg 
 

Finally, the file PPEXAMPL.SMM contains the pulse rate variability 
histogram and pulse rate variability indices. Also the BRS histogram as 
shown during the analysis is part of this file. 
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2.2 Workflow to compute BRS from Finometer data 

1. Run a Finometer measurement. 
2. Download the Finometer packet file with BeatScope (destination e.g.: C:\BRS). 

If the Finometer filename convention is not used, please make sure that the 
filename (excluding the extension) is not longer than 8 characters. 

3. Run the Readpack option in Beatscope to obtain the file fmexampl.res. 

 
4. Edit and save the batch file FM-BRS.bat to read as follows: 

:start 

prvbrs.exe fmexampl.res fmexampl.brs 

:exit  
5. Run the batch file FM-BRS.bat. The PRVBRS program will be run using the 

fmexampl.res as input file and fmexampl.brs as output file. 

  
7. Press Enter to start the analysis.  
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The following screen will be shown:  

  
 Use the right arrow to speed up the analysis.  
8. After completion of the analysis the following files have been created: 

FMEXAMPL.BRS; FMEXAMPL.UPS and FMEXAMPL.SMM, see the directory 
listing of C:/BRS below.  
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The file FMEXAMPL.BRS contains the following data-table: 

 Col1: time in s since the start of the measurement 

 Col 2: BRS-value 

 Col3: Mid pressure MP=(SYS+DIAS)/2 

 Col4: Mid Interval MI 

 Col5: tau (shift parameter) 

 Col6: R^2 (coefficient of determination; range 0-1) 

 Col7: xx = 12 – tau 

 Col8: delta P (delta systolic) 

 Col9: delta I (delta interval) 
 
 
The file FMEXAMPL.UPS contains the following data table: 

 Col1: time marker of each upstroke in seconds from the start 

 Col2: the InterBeatInterval (IBI) in ms 

 Col3: the Systolic pressure in mmHg 
 
Finally, the file FMEXAMPL.SMM contains the pulse rate variability histogram and 
pulse rate variability indices. Also the BRS histogram as shown during the 
analysis is part of this file. 
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3. Review BRS data 

3.1 Workflow to review BRS from Portapres data 

1. Run BeatScope, select View Files, Select ‘Open session’ 
2. Choose the session file PP-example.ses. Click ‘Open’ 
3. Select 'Open File', select e.g. the file PPEXAMPL.BRS 
4. Click 'Leave files open’ 

5. Click 'Open' 

 

 

Now the window as shown on the next page will open. 
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In Viewport 1 (upper panel) the contents of Col02 (BRS) and Col03 (Mid pressure) 
are shown now (black line graphs). 
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Remove Col02 from viewport 1 (upper panel) by clicking on the parameter tab 
identified by Col02 and selecting ‘None’. Then press OK. 
 

 
 
Do the same for Col03.
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Since BRS is only available at discrete time points it is more adequate to show the 
BRS values only when these are available. This can be done by selecting BRS as 
signal 4 in viewport 2 (lower panel) using squares instead of a line graph. Also 
select the scaling (0-50) for BRS. This selection is shown in the picture below.  
 

 
 
 
After clicking ‘OK’ the picture on the next page will appear in BeatScope. 
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The squares in the lower panel |(viewport 2) now show the discrete time points at 
which BRS is available. 
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3.2 Workflow to review BRS from Finometer data 

1. Run BeatScope, select View Files, Select ‘Open session’ 
2. Choose the session file FM-example.ses. Click ‘Open’ 
3. Select 'Open File', select e.g. the file FMEXAMPL.BRS 
4. Click 'Leave files open’ 

5. Click 'Open' 

 

 

Now the window as shown on the next page will open. 
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In Viewport 1 (upper panel) the contents of Col02 (BRS) and Col03 (Mid pressure) 
are shown now (black line graphs). 
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Remove Col02 from viewport 1 (upper panel) by clicking on the parameter tab 
identified by Col02 and selecting ‘None’. Then Press OK. 
 

 
 
Do the same for Col03. 
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Since BRS is only available at discrete time points it is more adequate to show the 
BRS values only when these are available. This can be done by selecting BRS as 
signal 4 in viewport 2 (lower panel) using squares instead of a line graph. Also 
select the scaling (0-50) for BRS. This selection is shown in the picture below.  
 

 
 
After clicking ‘OK’ the picture on the next page will appear in BeatScope. 
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The squares in the lower panel |(viewport 2) now show the discrete time points at 
which BRS is available. 
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4. Further handling of BRS data 

4.1 Workflow to perform statistical analysis with BeatScope 

1. Run BeatScope and open the Portapres or Finometer file including the BRS 
data; 

2. Select the Tab ‘Data/Statistics’ to obtain the statistics of the data shown in the 
viewports of BeatScope, see the example below for the BRS data from 
FMEXAMPL.BRS. 
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4.2 Workflow to import BRS data in excel  

1. Run Excel. 
2. Select the file containing the BRS data, eg. FMSEXAMPL.BRS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 
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3. Press ‘Open’. The following screen will show up. 

  

 

 

 

 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 
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4. Press Next to obtain the following screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 

↓ 
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5. Again press ‘Next’ to obtain the following screen. 

 

6. Now press ‘Finish’ to obtain the BRS data in Excel format, as shown on the 
next page. The different columns represent the following data: 

 Col1 (A) = time in sec since start of measurement 

 Col2 (B) = BRS 

 Col3 (C) = Mid Pressure (MP) 

 Col4 (D) = Mid Interval (MI) 

 Col5 (E) = tau (shift parameter) 

 Col6 (F) = R^2 (coefficient of determination, range 0-1) 

 Col7 (G) = xx = 12 – tau 

 Col8 (H) = delta P (delta systolic) 

 Col9 (I) = delta I (delta interval) 
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The Excel features can now be used to further handle the BRS data. 


